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Galleria Continua and Ardian, together with Untitled Consulting, are pleased to present Maintenant ou 
_ÖľÖġű�ȴ�Ʉmňƕ�ňū�mĀƔĀūȴɅȲ�Ö�ſŀġŪſĀ�ĀƚĞġñġŹġňŀ�ġŀ�ŹĞĀ�ňķù�óĀŀŹūÖķ�ŹĀķĀŧĞňŀĀ�ĀƚóĞÖŀėĀ�ňĕ�ŹĞĀ�kÖūÖġűȲ�űġŹſÖŹĀù�ÖŹ�
number 106-110 Rue du Temple.

 The building, with its imposing concrete façade, built between 1927 and 1928, was the work of the 
architect François Le Cœur. Once part of a building complex belonging to the P.T.T. (Postes, Télégraphes et 
Téléphones), it fell into disuse before a thorough renovation made it possible to open it to the public for the 
ƭūűŹ�ŹġľĀ�űġŀóĀ�ġŹű�óňŀűŹūſóŹġňŀȲ�ñĀĕňūĀ�ġŹ�ġű�ūĀŹſūŀĀù�Źň�ġŹű�ňūġėġŀÖķ�ĕſŀóŹġňŀȷ�

 The interior has been stripped back to its basic structure, becoming the raw ground for an ephemeral 
event, with a series of works chosen to enhance this remarkable space in all its singularity. Galleria Continua, 
ƕġŹĞ�ŹĞĀġū�ƮÖġū�ĕňū�ľňſŀŹġŀė�űſūŧūġűġŀė�ŧūňıĀóŹű�ġŀ�ſŀġŪſĀ�űġŹĀűȲ�ĞÖƔĀ�ñūňſėĞŹ�ŹňėĀŹĞĀū�ĕňū�ŹĞĀ�ňóóÖűġňŀ�Ö�
collection of works by Osvaldo González, Zhanna Kadyrova, Anish Kapoor, Hans Op de Beeck, Jorge Macchi, 
Ahmed Mater, Moataz Nasr, Giovanni Ozzola, Michelangelo Pistoletto, Arcangelo Sassolino, Nedko Solakov, 
�ÖűóÖķĀ�kÖūŹĞġŀĀ�§ÖƛňſȲ�Öŀù��ġűķĀı�ÈĞÖĕÖȷ��ű�ŹĞĀ�ƔġűġŹňū�ÖűóĀŀùű�ŹĞĀ�ƭƔĀ�űŹňūġĀű�ňƔĀū�ƕĞġóĞ�ŹĞĀ�ƕňūĴű�ÖūĀ�
displayed, she will be able to share in a remarkable dialogue between the astonishing volumes of the space, 
in which the very structure of the building has been allowed to show through, and the works that have been 
chosen to resonate with the spirit of a site that was once the node for thousands of communications.
� 0ÖóĞ�Ʈňňū�ġű�ŧſŀóŹſÖŹĀù�ñƛ�Ö�ƕňūĴ�ňĕ�ÖūŹ�ŹĞÖŹ�ŹÖĴĀű�ňŀ�ſŀĕňūĀűĀĀŀ�ùġľĀŀűġňŀű�ġŀ�ŹĞĀ�ŀĀƕ�űŧÖóĀȲ�

reminding the visitor to pay attention, to immerse herself in the wayward path unfolding before her, one that 
little by little will take on the characteristics of an initiation. Weaving a red thread through the exhibition 
űŧÖóĀȲ�ŹĞĀűĀ�ÖūĀ�ŹĞĀ�ĕÖľġķġÖū�ƭėſūĀű�ňĕ�mĀùĴň��ňķÖĴňƔȲ�ķġŀĴġŀė�ŹĞĀ�űŧÖóĀű�ňĕ�ĀƚĞġñġŹġňŀȲ�óķġľñġŀė�ĕūňľ�Ʈňňū�Źň�



ƮňňūȲ�ƕġŹĞ�Öķķ�ŹĞĀġū�ıňƛĕſķ�ľÖķġóĀ�ġŀ�Źňƕȷ
 Sislej Xhafa greets the visitor in the courtyard, where, taking her place on one of the plastic chairs 

drawn up in the shade of a parasol, she is invited to contemplate this exceptional space under the auspicious 
inscription that gives the piece its title: Paradiso (2003). With Labirinto e Grande Pozzo (1969-2017), 
Michelangelo Pistoletto draws us into a corrugated cardboard maze, in the midst of which he has arranged 
a place that he promises to be a source of revelation, of knowledge. A little further on, we enter into a dark 
space in which Anish Kapoor’s single video work is playing: Wounds and Absent Objects (2003). The video 
is an homage to the work of Barnett Newman, making the colours and the space they inhabit vibrate. On the 
ƭūűŹ�ƮňňūȲ�ŹĞĀ�ƭėſūĀű�ňĕ��ÖűóÖķĀ�kÖūŹĞġŀĀ�§Öƛňſɒű�Shanghai Colonial (2019) appear to reinhabit the once 
busy space, with a crowd dispersed into each corner of the room. Further on, Zhanna Kadyrova’s Filling In 
(2015) interrogates the walls and the material they are made of with a series of containers that seem to 
ĞÖƔĀ�óňķķĀóŹĀù�ŹĞĀ�ĀűűĀŀóĀ�ňĕ�ŹĞĀ�ŧķÖóĀȷ�Fňġŀė�ſŧ�Ö�ƮňňūȲ�FġňƔÖŀŀġ�uƤƤňķÖɒű�ŧĞňŹňėūÖŧĞű�ùġÖķňėſĀ�ƕġŹĞ�ŹĞĀ�
openings in the building walls. In his indefatigable quest for light, Ozzola uncovers highly poetic horizon lines 
from abandoned spaces, turning chance openings—the product of time and use—into special windows for 
his landscapes.

 The exhibition continues with Moataz Nasr showing us the way to Freedom of Expression (2015), an 
invitation that takes on a whole new overtone in this old telephone exchange. Following it, the visitor discovers 
Arcangelo Sassolino’s sculpture at the point of breaking and Ahmed Mater’s delicate work, Mecca Windows 
ɄȝțȜȞɅȲ�Ö�ūĀƮĀóŹġňŀ�ňŀ�ŹĞĀ�óĞÖūÖóŹĀū�ġľŧÖūŹĀù�ñƛ�ÖūóĞġŹĀóŹſūĀ�Öŀù�ġŹű�ňūŀÖľĀŀŹűȷ��ű�ĕňū�_ňūėĀ�kÖóóĞġȲ�ĞĀ�ĞÖű�
ňŧĀŀĀù�Ö�ėÖŹĀƕÖƛ�ġŀ�ŹĞġű�Öű�ƛĀŹ�ġŀùĀŹĀūľġŀĀù�űŧÖóĀȲ�űſűŧĀŀùĀù�ġŀ�ŹġľĀȷ�uŀ�ŹĞĀ�ŹĞġūù�ƮňňūȲ��ġűķĀı�ÈĞÖĕÖɒű�Self-
Portrait (2003) introduces an organic element into this overwhelmingly mineral space, creating another stage 
ġŀ�ŹĞĀ�ľĀùġŹÖŹġƔĀ�ūĀƮĀóŹġňŀ�ġŀġŹġÖŹĀù�ñƛ�kġóĞĀķÖŀėĀķň��ġűŹňķĀŹŹň�ňŀ�ŹĞĀ�ėūňſŀù�Ʈňňūȷ�§Ğġű�ġű�Öķűň�ƕĞĀūĀ�ƕĀ�ƭŀù�
Pascale Marthine Tayou’s installation of painted paving stones, Colorful Stones, where the colour constitutes 
a mischievous self-portrait (‘I’m a man of colour,’ he says), together with a playful, ironic commentary on 
űňóġÖķ�ŪſĀűŹġňŀűȷ�uŀĀ�Ʈňňū�ſŧȲ�ƕĀ�ùġűóňƔĀū�Staging Silence (3) (2019), which carries the viewer into Hans Op 
de Beeck’s fantastic dream world.
� uŀ�ŹĞĀ�ĕňſūŹĞ�ƮňňūȲ�uűƔÖķùň�FňŀƤ×ķĀƤ�ňƨĀūű�ŹĞĀ�ƔġűġŹňū�Ö�ƔġűſÖķ�Öŀù�űĀŀűſÖķ�ĀƚŧĀūġĀŀóĀȲ�ġŀƔġŹġŀė�ĞĀū�

to enter a corridor made of adhesive tape. González redraws the space with this installation (Camino), made 
ĀűŧĀóġÖķķƛ�ĕňū�ŹĞĀ�óſūūĀŀŹ�ĀƚĞġñġŹġňŀȲ�ķĀÖùġŀė�ſű�ġŀŹň�ŧķÖóĀű�ƕĞĀūĀ�ƕĀ�ƕġķķ�ƭŀù�Ö�ùġÖľňŀù�ɄÒĞÖŀŀÖ�aÖùƛūňƔÖȲ�
DiamondsȲ�ȝțȜȝɅ�ňū�ňſū�ňƕŀȲ�ñūňĴĀŀ�ūĀƮĀóŹġňŀ�ɄkġóĞĀķÖŀėĀķň��ġűŹňķĀŹŹňȲ�§ƕň�cĀűű�uŀĀ�!ňķňūĀùȲ�ȝțȜȟɅȲ�Öŀù�
ƭŀÖķķƛ�Źň�ŹĞĀ�ķÖűŹ�Ʈňňū�ňĕ�ŹĞĀ�ĀƚĞġñġŹġňŀȲ�ƕĞĀūĀ�ÒĞÖŀŀÖ�aÖùƛūňƔÖɒű�ňñıĀóŹɈűſñıĀóŹű�ùġűűňķƔĀ�ġŀŹň�ŹĞĀ�ƕÖķķű�ŹĞĀƛ�
inhabit.

 In this extraordinary building, once the nerve centre of the Marais and the P.T.T., Galleria Continua is 
ŹĞūġķķĀù�Źň�ñĀ�ňƨĀūġŀė�Ö�űĀūġĀű�ňĕ�ġŀűŹÖķķÖŹġňŀű�ġŀƔġŹġŀė�ſű�Źň�ūĀùġűóňƔĀū�ŹĞĀ�űŧġūġŹ�ňĕ�ŹĞĀ�ŧķÖóĀȲ�ŀňƕ�ňū�ŀĀƔĀūȷ

For further information about the show and photographic material: Sofia Schubert 
paris@galleriacontinua.fr, cell. + 33 (0)6 74 95 46 94


